The Sensual Candle

The Sensual Candle is a premier on-line retailer featuring Luxury Candle Lines and Bath & Body from some of the industries finest soy and scented candle manufacturers. If you would like to peruse our selection please visit our site at www.thesensualcandle.com.

The Sensual Candle is also a member of eBay's VeRO program. Our intellectual property, including images, copyrighted or proprietary materials, and logos, are valuable and important assets to our business and The Sensual Candle does not permit or authorize the use of any of its intellectual property on eBay. Due to the unprecedented amount of violations, The Sensual Candle carefully monitors and diligently protects our rights in these intellectual property assets in order to guard against infringement and misuse.

If you have been referred here by eBay due to a request from us to have your listing removed the most likely reason will be the unauthorized use of our images.